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Save the Date! The New England Amazing Pet Expo is Coming! 

When ~ September 17 & 18, 2016 

             10:00 AM to 6:00 PM (17th) and 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM (18th) 

Where ~ Shriners Auditorium in Wilmington, Massachusetts 

Admission ~ FREE! 

You and your pets are welcome to attend the New England Amazing Pet 

Expo ~ the ultimate pet event! Check out tons of pet-friendly exhibitors 

and rescue groups; see live demonstrations in obedience training, pet 

care and activism; enter to win great giveaways and prizes; receive  

amazing discounts on your favorite pet products; participate in talent and 

costume contests; buy from fabulous retailers; and much more! It’s fun 

for the entire family, fur members included!  There will also be pet     

adoptions, free nail trims, discounted vaccinations, and training sessions. 

Admission is FREE! Bring your pet! 

Call 1-800-977-3609 or email expo@newenglandpetexpo.com for        

additional information. 

Can I Use My Shampoo On My Pet? 

It’s not a good idea. You see, shampoo 

made for humans are pH balanced for 

human skin. Since a pet’s pH level is 

more alkaline, using human shampoo 

will likely dry out the coat and could 

cause irritation to their more sensitive 

skin. You should always use a shampoo 

that is pH balanced for your pet’s skin, 

which will replace the coat oils naturally 

lost during the bathing process. 

Dehydration Treatment 

If your dog is showing signs of 

dehydration (dry gums, loss of 

skin elasticity, weakness,     

lethargy), don’t panic.         

Encourage him to drink some 

Infant’s Pedialyte, which    

contains electrolytes. If your 

pooch is dehydrated, he’s lost 

electrolytes and replacing 

them is important. Contact 

your vet for proper dosage. 

mailto:expo@newenglandpetexpo.com
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Can Cats Get Sunburned? 

National Dog Day celebrates all breeds, 

pure and mixed, and serves to help    

galvanize the public to recognize the 

number of dogs who need to be rescued 

each year, either from public shelters, 

rescues, or pure breed rescues. National 

Dog Day honors family dogs and dogs 

who work selflessly to save lives, keep 

us safe and bring comfort. Dogs put their 

lives on the line every day - for their law 

enforcement partner, for their blind    

companion, for the disabled, for our freedom and safety by detecting 

bombs and drugs and pulling victims of tragedy from wreckage.  

Celebrating National Dog Day can be as easy as giving your four-legged 

friend a big hug and kiss (if they like that sort of affection)! But for those 

who want to take their love and appreciation to another level, check out 

this list of 20 ways to celebrate! 

Cats, like humans, can burn in strong sunshine, 

with white and pale-colored felines being the 

most a risk. If you have a pale-colored cat, 

make sure he has sun block on his ears and 

nose, the two areas most likely to burn. Use a 

waterproof, non-toxic sunscreen which your cat 

can’t lick off and reapply the cream throughout the day. Ask your vet for 

a suitable sun cream to use. Try to keep your cat indoors between 10 

a.m. and 3 p.m. as this is when the sun is hottest. And always provide a 

shady retreat for hot cats, along with plenty of fresh, clean water.  

http://www.nationaldogday.com/#!20-ways-to-celebrate/vxf48
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A Story Guaranteed to Make You Smile 

Critters in Canadian animal shelters will be eating with tails wagging after 

a man purchased a pet store’s entire inventory and donated 570 bags 

and cans of pet food. 

The good samaritan heard a local pet store was going out of business 

and bought all the pet food in stock, walking out with $13,000 worth of 

food. 

The store’s insurance company prevented it from donating the food to 

shelters directly, so the man saved it from being dumped into a landfill 

and, instead, being fed to thousands of local shelter pets. 

The Newfoundland man has plenty of mouths to feed at home - 

nine cats he’s acquired as strays over the years - but couldn’t pass up 

the opportunity to help other rescue animals. He said he felt it was the 

“normal thing to do.” If only everyone did the “normal” thing! 

Why Do Cats Sleep So Much? 

Cats tend to sleep an average of fifteen hours a 

day, which might be why you believe your cat does 

more sleeping than anything else! 

This is mainly due to their natural instinct. In the 

wild, cats need to spend a good proportion of their 

time hunting for food alone. They only have themselves to rely on to find 

enough food to survive and, as a result, have to keep going until they 

are successful. Hunting tends to take place when the natural prey of the 

cat (small rodents) are awake, typically late in the evening or early in the 

morning. 

Hunting is hard work for cats and they tend to rest and sleep for much of 

the rest of the day to conserve energy. It often seems to us that our cats 

sleep a lot because they sleep during the day when we are awake! 
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The New Pokémon GO App is Helping Shelter Dogs in Indiana! 

An Indiana animal shelter has created a way to make Pokémon GO even 

more successful - giving dogs a long walk while players hunt for Poké-

mon creatures.  

The Muncie Animal Shelter enlists Pokémon GO players, who must walk 

in order to “birth” a new Pokémon, as dog walkers. The Shelter put        

together a digital flyer to promote the idea and, the day after it’s release, 

had dozens of volunteers show up to walk dogs while playing the game 

on their phones. And, in just a matter of days, the flyer had been shared 

more than 25,000 times! 

The Pokémon GO app, designed to get people off their couch, takes  

players outside to hunt, train and battle Pokémon. The shelter’s director, 

who plays the game himself, realized it would make a great recruiting tool 

for volunteer dog walkers - and the shelter has plenty of animals, now 

called “poke-dogs”, who need fresh air and exercise. It’s a win-win for 

everyone! 

How People Perceive Dogs with Cropped Ears and Tails 

A recent survey of 392 U.S. residents found that seeing dogs with docked 

tails and cropped ears evokes a stereotype in people - one in which the 

dogs are seen as more mean-spirited. According to the study’s data, such 

modified dogs are seen are more aggressive toward people and other 

dogs. They are also seen as being more dominant than natural,            

unmodified dogs. Furthermore, the natural dogs were reported as being 

more playful. Finally, the natural, unmodified dogs were rated as being 

more attractive than those who underwent docking and cropping. 

In a second study, it was found that participants perceived the owners of 

dogs with cropped ears and docked tails as being more aggressive, too.  


